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dissociation des langues. Elle ne correspond pas non plus à l’expérience de H. Ersöz Demirdağ (2013) dans l’enseignement de l’interprétation consécutive à des étudiants turcs de troisième année travaillant à partir du français, qui ont pu acquérir rapidement des compétences et réflexes professionnels. Tout cela est propre à remettre en cause l’idée même d’isoler la formation des interprètes de conférence dans un programme à part, par opposition à une formation plus « intégrée », avec l’acquisition progressive de différentes compétences, qui semble plus adaptée aux besoins (et aux moyens) du monde d’aujourd’hui.

Toutes ces réserves ne remettent pas en cause, tant s’en faut, les grands mérites des deux livres, qui sont une mine d’idées et conseils intelligents et utiles. Mais en les lisant, il serait peut-être bon de se rappeler qu’il s’agit d’un travail personnel et d’opinions personnelles rédigées dans une optique fortement marquée par une tradition spécifique et quelque peu élitiste, et non pas d’un ensemble de normes et résultats validés ayant une portée générale.

À qui peut-on recommander la lecture de ces deux livres ? À tous les enseignants et responsables de formations d’interprètes, sans aucun doute, et leur acquisition par les bibliothèques concernées me paraît être un excellent investissement. Qu’en est-il des étudiants qui les consulteront dans les bibliothèques en question ? Ils y trouveront eux aussi des idées et des informations bien précieuses. Mais sans la connaissance et l’expérience du terrain, certains risquent de prendre des idées idéalisantes pour des normes effectives et de considérer (à tort) que si elles ne sont pas toutes appliquées dans leur institution, leur formation n’est pas à la hauteur. Et de poser à leurs enseignants des questions génantes. Il faudra s’y préparer.

Daniel Gile
Université Paris 3 Sorbonne Nouvelle, Paris, France

RÉFÉRENCE


At the time of publication of this book, the Benjamins Translation Library series was under the editing supervision of Yves Gambier of the University of Turku and Immanuel Kant Baltic Federal University. Gambier is now an honorary editor, and Robert A. Valdeón has taken the reins. The first volume was published in 1994, and this book represents its 129th publication. With a stated goal of stimulating research and training in both Translation and Interpreting Studies, the series has accelerated its rhythm in recent years, with nine more books following this one in 2017 alone. While some volumes focus solely on either translation or interpreting, many address research efforts from a combined perspective.

Three of the four editors of Non-professional Interpreting and Translation, namely Antonini, Rossato and Torresi, are from the University of Bologna, while Cirillo is associated with the University of Siena. The editors were the founding members of a research project called In MedIO PUER(I) and were responsible for organizing the First International Conference on Non-Professional Interpreting and Translation (NPIT1) in 2012. The book also refers to the second conference in 2014 but does not address the third one which occurred in 2016.

The University of Bologna sponsored the In MedIO PUER(I) project to facilitate research about child language brokering in Italy. Despite the general title of this volume, it is heavily weighted to research conducted in Italy, and over one-third focuses on child language brokering. Also, it is somewhat ironic that very little is said about written translation. This is consistent with the speaker lineup for the three NPIT conferences, which concentrate almost exclusively on interpretation. However, a wide variety of interesting articles are presented, and they serve to validate the practice of non-professional interpreting and translation (hereinafter called NPIT).

The Introduction by the editors points out that it is high time for academia to acknowledge and research NPIT, a long-standing practice that was not even mentioned in translation handbooks until a few years ago. A recurrent theme throughout the book is that immigration has accelerated the incidence of NPIT, and it will only increase in the future. It meets a demand, and translation scholars should be ready to provide guidance to this interdisciplinary activity, just as other disciplines are doing in their interactions with non-professionals. NPIT research basically has two branches: children (language brokering) and adults. This volume highlights NPIT that takes place in institutional settings.

This introductory chapter attempts to standardize the terminology for this activity. As a researcher in a similar area, I have struggled with which term to use to classify my research. “Volunteer” seems too vague, and “amateur” is
of ability to translate, and that age and expertise are not the only considerations; subject knowledge is crucial. For this reason, non-professional church interpreters and written religious translators may perform better than professionals who have no personal knowledge of the setting or lingo. In the next chapter, Boguslawa Whyatt goes even further with the idea of innate ability, stating that the human brain is designed to decode and encode meaning. This is illustrated by the common ability to paraphrase oneself and use body language. The natural predisposition of bilinguals can progress to untrained ability, to trained skill, to competence, and eventually to expertise. Not everyone will invest in the education or experience required to reach the final level.

Following this, Marjorie Faulstich Orellana discusses the past and future of language brokering research, a practice that was basically invisible until the 1990s. At that time, it attracted interest in the areas of educational research and developmental psychology but was overlooked by Translation and Interpreting Studies until recent years. Language brokering is a fact of immigrant life, as children quickly pick up a new language and use it to assist their parents in various institutional settings. They also help their classmates who are struggling to understand what their teachers are saying. While factors can vary between populations and cultures, research is being done about how children feel about it, and whether it is helpful or harmful to children to be language brokers. The author suggests that researchers should begin with the institutional setting, then look for language brokering that takes place within it.

The next two chapters focus on church interpreting, a very common activity in NPIT. The first study took place in a Pentecostal church in Switzerland and was conducted by Adelina Hild. She found that the church’s interpreters do not place much importance on preparation, but have
no problem interpreting specialized vocabulary. They can self-correct and self-regulate, but their performance deteriorates over long sessions as they become tired. Sari Hokkanen, a professional interpreter, uses autoethnography to provide a personal perspective on the intersection between her professional identity and her identity as a Pentecostal when doing volunteer interpreting in her church in Finland. She speaks of her engagement in the service and how her knowledge of spiritual concepts helps her give a more authentic interpretation. Her self-reflection highlights the fact that as an interpreter gains experience and becomes more comfortable, they feel less need to prepare. She also feels she can have a religious experience while interpreting, since she is comfortable with the activity and setting.

The last two chapters in this section discuss two diverse subjects: sign language translation and language-related disaster relief. Nadja Grbić introduces the activity of sign language translation of text, through the example of the Austrian Jewish Museum website. At first glance, this translation may seem unnecessary, but many deaf people actually have limited reading skills. The challenges that come to light are the lack of a written code for sign language (there are many variations), and the power struggle between hearing and deaf sign language interpreters. As for Regina Rogl, her research into the role of interpreters and translators following the terrible earthquake in Haiti in 2010 highlights the role of social media and the Internet in connecting volunteers. There have not been very many case studies of humanitarian interpreting efforts, but communication is crucial to their success. Thousands of people were willing to help but needed a way to connect. Some went onsite to offer assistance, while others provided interpreting services via Skype. Over 40,000 emergency text messages were translated, which allowed workers to find wounded survivors and assist them. This is a poignant example of the intrinsic value of NPIT.

The final section is exclusively about NPIT performed by children, and has seven chapters, whose authors include three of the editors. First, Claudia V. Angelelli emphasizes the importance of learning about the perceptions of young language brokers who feel obligated to help their parents. The activity can reinforce the parent-child bond, and some studies demonstrate that it improves academic performance and self-confidence. However, sometimes children are expected to deal with content above their maturity level and for which they do not have the proper vocabulary. Then Tony Cline, Sarah Crafter, Guida de Abreu and Lindsay O’Dell discuss a study conducted in England of teenage language brokers. They show that girls are more often involved in this activity than boys. Those with experience in language brokering find it to be a normal activity even for children, while others think it somewhat odd. The teens seem to be more at ease with interpreting for their parents if they feel it is a temporary situation, because the parents are making efforts to learn the language.

The three articles that follow, each written by an editor, all refer to the In MedIO PUER(I) study. Cirillo focuses on the perspectives of junior high school language brokers and their teachers. While mixed feelings are attached to the activity, the majority are positive. The youth enjoy assisting their family more than helping teachers and regard the activity as part of their chores. Teachers feel that language brokering should be avoided in certain situations which are too mature for the youth involved. Antonini analyzes the effects of language brokering on children’s lives and explains how the study was conducted as a school competition called “Budding Translators,” to collect narratives (written or in pictures) about child language brokering. Some of the factors revealed are: identity, multilingualism, emotional impact, difficulty learning Italian, strategies, and humour. The contest served to give visibility to the practice of child language brokering, and Antonini feels the talents of these children should be nurtured, as they may represent future interpreters or translators. Toressi highlights the younger participants in the contest, who provided drawings with captions that prove to be very eye opening. She examines the visual encoding of space, colour, angle, etc. to get a glimpse into the emotional relationship between language brokers and the people among whom they mediate. She concludes that the children see the activity as part of everyday life, but there is an us/them element that comes through in the drawings.

The last two chapters switch from the feelings of child language brokers to their strategies and development. Elaine Bauer talks about the agency of the interpreter/translator, based on a study done in the UK among adults who reflect on their childhood activities of language brokering. They reveal how they often manipulated or censored information for their own purposes (such as a discussion of poor grades during a parent-teacher interview) or because they thought it was irrelevant. They sometimes had to intervene between a parent and another person to make the discussion more palatable. Despite the pressure these situations produced, it helped them to develop their self-confidence and decision-making abilities and gave their parents dignity and a voice in an unfamiliar country. Jemina Napier concludes with a multi-country research project about professional sign language interpreters whose careers developed from their child language brokering activities.

Este volumen, prologado por la Dra. Estrella Montolío Durán, es fruto de la tesis defendida por Gianluca Pontrandolfo en 2012, investigador y docente del departamento de Traducción de la Universidad de Trieste. Pontrandolfo elaboró una tesis en la que caracterizó, desde una aproximación contrastiva, los rasgos lingüísticos de la fraseología jurídica empleada en sentencias penales redactadas en tres grandes lenguas europeas: español, inglés e italiano.

Su comparación arroja interesantes resultados que, desde un estudio basado en la lingüística de corpus, le permiten concluir que "el lenguaje de las sentencias penales españolas e italianas busca la neutralidad, la objetividad y la precisión; el lenguaje de las sentencias penales inglesas sobresale por la subjetividad y por un empleo menos significativo de fórmulas retóricas y estereotipadas" (p. 170).

El volumen reseñado se articula en seis capítulos. En el capítulo I, titulado "Premisas jurídicas", explicita los fundamentos teóricos de la obra en cuestión. En el capítulo II se presentan las diferencias y similitudes de las sentencias penales en las tres lenguas comparadas: español, inglés e italiano.

En el capítulo III se incluye un claro e sintético panorama del estatus de la fraseología en la literatura de referencia. La fraseología jurídica, como afirma Pontrandolfo, "no ha sido explorada todavía de manera sistemática ni por estudiadores de tradición lingüística, ni por los de tradición traductológica" (p. 69). En el volumen, el autor maneja con seguridad tanto las referencias clásicas del lenguaje jurídico (Mellinkoff, Gustafsson, Crystal, Bhatia, Alcaraz Varó, Kjaer…) como las más actuales (Monzó Nebot, Corpas Pastor, Biel, Faber, Tabares…), con las que construye un sólido marco teórico para su análisis y su metodología.

En el capítulo IV, se dan los detalles del corpus constituido y analizado, y una rigurosa presentación de los pasos metodológicos, los criterios usados y los métodos de extracción implementados. Asimismo, en dicho capítulo hay contribuciones interesantes para la lingüística de corpus en general y para su aplicación concreta en la caracterización de las lenguas analizadas.

En efecto, la estrategia empleada ha dado unos resultados excelentes ("si se compara la frecuencia de las LLPP detectadas en COSPE con la frecuencia de las mismas en corpus de la lengua general como el CREA y el CDE, se puede comprobar empíricamente el uso marcadamente jurídico de algunas locuciones prepositivas" (p. 110)). Por ese motivo cabe considerar el capítulo V como el más importante, puesto que es ahí donde expone los resultados de su análisis. Desde una aproximación contrastiva, este volumen presenta un exhaustivo análisis cuantitativo y cualitativo de las unidades fraseológicas identificadas. Ya por último, en el capítulo VI, el Dr. Pontrandolfo elabora los resultados vinculados a la fraseología judicial y la traducción.

El corpus empleado, que cuenta con unos 6.000.000 de palabras, está integrado por tres partes (de unos dos millones cada una) con sentencias redactadas en español, italiano e inglés. Se justifica dicha elección porque Pontrandolfo considera que "la intención de trabajar con actos judiciales reales procedentes de los tres ordenamientos ha empujado la exploración de un solo género judicial que se prestase a la comparación, dada la comple-